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Use

In retail stores, space management can play a critical role:

- It helps avoid stockouts and thereby lost sales.
- It helps boost sales revenues. For example, grocery articles displayed on end caps and promotional merchandise near a department store mall entrance are more likely to capture the attention of shoppers than articles buried away in a side aisle or in the back of the store. You want to monitor prices, sales volumes, and margins so as to place your most profitable articles in high-traffic, high visibility areas.

There are several space management programs available that manage store merchandise placement. They determine the optimum location for articles within shelves and calculate the appropriate amount of space to be allotted to the articles, based on a number of factors such as sales volume, margins, and so on. Now you can integrate these external programs with R/3, with data flow in both directions.

You can use this ALE Business Process in the following variants:

- **Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only [Page 10]**
- **Variant 2: New Placement for an Article [Page 13]**
- **Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location [Page 18]**
- **Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance [Page 23]**
- **Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article [Page 28]**
- **Variant 6: Displaying Shelves in the SAP Retail Store [Page 32]**

SAP Retail uses the following layout dimensions when modelling shelf space:

- Shelf compartment (vertical placement within a rack, e.g., top shelf, bottom shelf)
- Horizontal placement within the shelf
- Facing (the amount of space taken up by a single article along the front of the shelf)
- Front (vertical spacing)
- Optimum stock level
- Maximum stock level
- Minimum presentation quantity

A shelf is made up of layout modules, which contain an array of articles that can be displayed in the same area (for example, laundry detergents). Thus, a layout module may contain more articles than are currently on the shelf at the moment. The validity of shelf data is determined by the corresponding layout module version. Each layout module version has a specific validity period which must not overlap that of any other version of that layout module; that is, no two versions of a layout module can be current at the same time.

There are three kinds of layout modules:

- General modules: These layout modules can be used for several different stores. In this case, you need to define a reference store for which the article data within the layout module
is fairly representative. Each layout module version has one of two statuses: planned or released.

- Store-specific modules: For store-specific optimization, layout modules are only valid for a specific store (for example, store X is always the reference site for layout module Y). This can cause the number of layout modules and planograms to increase significantly compared to using general modules.

- Delta layout modules: These contain only that data which varies from one version of one of the above two types of modules. This is particularly useful when merchandise varies only slightly from store to store due to regional or store-specific reasons. Delta layout modules always refer to a specific layout module version, and can only be assigned to a site after the layout module version is assigned.

  For example, you may have a standard layout module that you use for your gas station convenience stores. For your California stores, however, you want to remove two articles that are not available in California, and add three local articles instead. Instead of creating new full layout modules for the stores, you can simply leave the existing layout module in place, then generate one delta layout module and assign it to each store. This avoids your having to generate a new shelf whenever minor changes occur, eliminates a lot of redundant data that would otherwise take up storage space in the system, and significantly increases system performance when assigning articles to layout module versions.

Delta layout modules can only be created via the Space Management Interface. You cannot create them manually. You can only change the assignment of delta layout modules to stores using the Layout Workbench in the SAP Assortment component.

Integration

There are several ways of exporting data from R/3 to an external space management program:

- Executing the external space management program and exporting the key parameters

  Function module `shelf_space_opt_keydata_exp` calls an external program exporting parameters for the read BAPI call you have specified on the command line. The external program imports these parameters and starts the space management program. (Further details are available in the function module documentation.)

- Executing the external space management program without exporting the key parameters

  Function module `shelf_space_opt_program_exe` calls the space management program and the corresponding planogram file (or, if a new shelf is to be created, then `ws_execute` calls only the program without any planogram file). (The call command must include the directory path where the space management program is installed.) If the layout module already exists and a planogram document has been assigned to it in the R/3 Document Management System, then the program displays this document. If there are several such documents, you can select from a list. (Further details are available in the function module documentation.)

- Executing the external space management program and exporting the key parameters

  Function module `shelf_space_opt_ascii_gen` calls an external program and exports the key parameters for the read BAPI call to a local ASCII file. The external program imports these parameters and starts the space management program. (Further details are available in the function module documentation.)
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- Exporting data into Microsoft Excel via OLE

Function module `shelf_space_opt_MsExcel_exe` starts Microsoft Excel and then exports data for the selected articles (including heading data) via OLE. (Further details are available in the function module documentation.)

These function modules serve only as templates for creating customer-specific function modules. So when you create your own function modules you must insert the actual directory paths.

The following table shows the data elements that can be transferred between R/3 and the external space management program:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outbound data (R/3 to external system)</th>
<th>Inbound data (external system to R/3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article number (from Article Master Data)</td>
<td>Facing (linear shelf space allotted to the article)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article short text</td>
<td>Shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit of measure (e.g., 6-pack, 12-pack)</td>
<td>Location within the shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAN/UPC</td>
<td>Maximum quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article dimensions (size)</td>
<td>Optimum quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit of measure for dimensions (e.g., inches, cm)</td>
<td>Article dimensions (size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise category</td>
<td>Front (vertical facing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory level</td>
<td>Presentation quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices (cost and retail)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales revenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flag for multiple placement (more than one shelf)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of multiple placements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement information (facing, front, shelf and location within the shelf)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf quantities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Activities**

For each existing layout module and for every subsequent new one you create, a version 0000 is automatically created. The layout version will be valid as of the current date until 12/31/9999, and has a status of 02 (released). You can create additional versions as necessary. When you create a new version via the space management interface, the latest version will have an end date of
12/31/9999 unless a specific end date is sent by the posting BAPI. The system will adjust the end dates for the previous versions automatically.

Suppose you create a version 0001 to go into effect on 6/1/2001 and a version 0002 to go into effect the following January 1. In this case, you have the following three versions for the same layout module:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Valid from</th>
<th>Valid to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>Today</td>
<td>5/31/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>6/1/2001</td>
<td>12/31/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0002</td>
<td>1/1/2002</td>
<td>12/31/9999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you attempt to insert a version with dates that fall within the validity period of one of the previous versions, the system generates an error message.

Each layout module has a specific starting date (the day it was created). The posting BAPI must always have the correct starting date for the layout module version which is to be updated. Otherwise, the system will try to create a new version with the imported validity dates; if it is unable to create the new version, it will generate an error message.

It is recommended that you make copies of your planogram file so that you don't overwrite your data when planning future changes. Consider using a naming convention that will help you remember the target for each plan; for example:

- dairy0000.doc = your generic planogram for dairy products
- dairy0199.doc = planogram for Q1 of 1999
- dairy0299.doc = planogram for Q2 of 1999
- dairy0399.doc = planogram for Q3 of 1999

**Layout Workbench for Space Planning**

SAP Retail contains a layout workbench which gives you an overview of the layout structure for a site. Within a given hierarchy, the system displays the layouts, layout modules, versions, variants, and documents assigned to the version are displayed. From the layout workbench, you can:

- Access all transactions involved in space management, including customizing transactions
- Display documents assigned to the layout modules, along with the relevant external program (normally planogram files executed by space management programs), and to display the articles of a version.
- Display all articles for a particular version, along with the maintenance status of the version (planned, active)
- Assign layout module variants for the different layout module versions to the store.

All functions relevant to listing control can be started from the layout workbench. In addition, you can control listing without linking to an external space management program.
Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only

Use

In this variant the external space management program serves purely for information purposes, such as determining the current contents of a rack and analyzing profitability and space utilization. This variant is useful for assortment management with SAP Retail.

See also:
- Variant 2: New Placement for an Article [Page 13]
- Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location [Page 18]
- Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance [Page 23]
- Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article [Page 28]

Integration

Functions in the R/3 System
- Assortment planning
- Information System
- Integrated article maintenance

Functions in the External Space Management Program
- Color modelling of a shelf, possibly with digital images of the individual articles
- Possible highlighting of various parts of the shelf according to various key figures, such as sales volume, margin, etc.
- Various reporting functions

Data Flow

There is no data exchange, since this variant is for information only. The external program is simply executed. If there is only one planogram file, it will be displayed. If there are several planogram files, you can select one from a list.
Prerequisites

- Planograms modelled in the space management program according to the SAP layout concept
- Modelling of the layout concept in R/3, with layout modules assigned to layouts and layouts assigned to stores
- Creation of layout modules in R/3 and assignment of articles to them
- Creation of a document in R/3 Document Management System, with a link to a planogram file which in turn is assigned to a layout module
Process: Space Management for Information Only

Purpose
This process corresponds to the business process scenario: Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only [Page 10].

Process
1. Specify the layout module you want to examine.
2. Function module **document_show_direct** calls the external space management program.
3. The space management program executes and displays the planogram relevant for that layout module. If more than one planogram exists, you can select the one you want. If there is no corresponding planogram, then function module **ws_execute** simply calls up the space management program without displaying a specific planogram.

Because this variant assumes no data communication between R/3 and the space management program, all you can do here is examine the data.
Variant 2: New Placement for an Article

Use

This variant can be used in several ways:

- You can construct a completely new shelf. In this case, either new or existing articles can be placed in this new shelf.
- You can place a new article in an existing shelf.
- An article already on a store shelf can be also placed in another shelf, so that the article appears in two different places (for example, on end caps to indicate special pricing, with further stock in its usual place in the middle of an aisle).

This variant is constructed in SAP Retail via Workflow.

See also:

- Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only [Page 10]
- Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location [Page 18]
- Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance [Page 23]
- Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article [Page 28]

Integration

Functions in the R/3 System

- Integrated article maintenance
- Assortment list
- Workflow for space management

Functions in the External Space Management Program

- Color modelling of a shelf, possibly with digital images of the individual articles
- Importing data by calling the Read-BAPI or by extracting from Microsoft Excel®
- Possible highlighting of various parts of the shelf according to various key figures, such as sales volume, margin, etc.
- Various reporting functions
- Starting optimizing functions in the space management program based on key figures (such as sales volume)
- Executing the posting BAPI to export the optimized data to R/3

Data Flow

- When there are placement changes to layout module data, the Assortment List function triggers a Workflow job. This selects all the relevant article data and starts the export with the function module specified in the space management profile for the relevant store (maintained in Customizing).
Variant 2: New Placement for an Article

- If you are not using Microsoft Excel®, then the space management program calls the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2 which imports the article data into the space management program.
- The space management program performs any necessary optimization tasks and changes shelf contents and configuration as necessary.
- The optimized article data is passed to interface's posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change which is then executed.

In this illustration:

1. First the external space management program is called. If there is only one planogram file, it is displayed. If there is more than one, you can select one from a list.
2. Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2 is called. It reads the export data and transfers it to the external space management program.
3. Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change is called. It imports the data from the external space management program and posts it in R/3.

**Additional BAPI Information**

The read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2 can export data for one layout module to multiple sites (site groups, site hierarchies, or all sites) or to no sites. If you choose no sites, then only the master data will be exported.

The posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change has the following two indicators:

- A flag specifying whether listing conditions are to be created in R/3 for each combination of site and article.
A flag that determines whether the system should check the assignment of layout modules to sites. Normally this should be set to yes. If not, then article movement data will be exported, even though the layout module (to which the articles are assigned) is not assigned to the site. This flag is also available for the read BAPI.

The posting BAPI also modifies the assignments of articles to the layout module version (that is, it can both add and delete articles).

**Prerequisites**

- Planograms modelled in the space management program according to the SAP layout concept
- Modelling of the layout concept in R/3, with layout modules assigned to layouts and layouts assigned to stores
- Creation of layout modules in R/3 and assignment of articles to them
- Creation of a document in R/3 Document Management System, with a link to a planogram file which in turn is assigned to a layout module.
- In Customizing you must specify:
  - Which information structures and which fields are to be used for goods movement data (such as quantities, revenue, and sales volume).
  - Which data is to be selected for export.
  - The selection period (timeframe) for determining movement data (daily, weekly, monthly).
  - Which function module is to be used for data export. (The function modules serve only as templates for customer-specific modules, so you must insert the actual directory paths.)
  - The specific local directory path where external programs such as the space management program are to be found.

**Restrictions**

- The selection period in the information structure must be the same as that in Customizing.
- It is important that SAP Retail be the master system and the space management program as the slave. This means that only data recognized by SAP Retail can be posted. New articles which do not yet exist in SAP Retail, or price changes not reflected in SAP Retail, will be ignored. If you attempt to delete non-existent articles, the system will write error messages to an application log.
- It is not currently possible to take future layout module changes into account. Layout module changes will immediately affect the R/3 model, otherwise Workflow cannot be started. This can affect the contents of the assortment list. (Simple changes to the listing conditions, however, have no effect.)
- The system only recognizes newly listed or discontinued articles by either:
  - Placement changes to the relevant layout module, or
  - Execution of the manual shelf space maintenance program (Variant 4).
Process: New Placement for an Article

Purpose

This process corresponds to the business process scenario: Variant 2: New Placement for an Article [Page 13].

Process

1. Creation of new layout modules or assignment of one or more articles to an existing one.
2. Periodic generation of the assortment list (full version or change versions).
3. Workflow generates work items.
4. When the work items are processed, Workflow Nr. 20000053 is executed.
5. Decide whether article data is to be displayed prior to export or not.
   - Direct export (no display of data beforehand)
     - Function module planogram_data_read first checks data for consistency. If key data (EAN/UPC code, article units of measure, dimensions) for an article are missing, then all articles within the layout module are displayed and the missing key fields for each article are highlighted in red. The system then reads the space management profile and checks it for consistency. Finally it selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data.
     - The system reads the space management profile in Customizing to determine the function module to be used for export, then executes it.
   - Display of data to be exported:
     - Function module planogram_data_read first checks data for consistency. It then reads the space management profile and checks it for consistency. Finally it selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data.
     - The Listviewer displays all articles assigned to the layout module in question (assuming they have the correct listing and sales validity dates).
     - The system reads the space management profile in Customizing to determine the function module to be used for export, then executes it.
6. The space management program calls the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems. The BAPI uses the function module planogram_data_read to retrieve the layout module data from the buffer and copy it to the space management program. (The space management profile in Customizing determines which data will be selected.)
7. The space management program calls the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change. This posts the data to R/3.

There are two user exits should you wish to insert your own custom export function modules. These occur after the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems has run and prior to the execution of the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change.
Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location

Use
This variant is used to remove an article from one shelf and place it in a different one. This variant is constructed in SAP Retail via Workflow.

See also:
- Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only [Page 10]
- Variant 2: New Placement for an Article [Page 13]
- Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance [Page 23]
- Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article [Page 28]

Integration

Functions in the R/3 System
- Integrated article maintenance
- Assortment list
- Workflow for space management

Functions in the External Space Management Program
- Color modelling of a shelf, possibly with digital images of the individual articles
- Importing data by calling the Read-BAPI or by extracting from Microsoft Excel®
- Possible highlighting of various parts of the shelf according to various key figures, such as sales volume, margin, etc.
- Various reporting functions
- Starting optimizing functions in the space management program based on key figures (such as sales volume)
- Executing the posting BAPI to export the optimized data to R/3

Data Flow
- When there are placement changes to layout module data, the Assortment List function triggers a Workflow job. This selects all the relevant article data and starts the export with the function module specified in the space management profile for the relevant store (maintained in Customizing).
- If you are not using Microsoft Excel®, then the space management program calls the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2 which imports the article data into the space management program.
- The space management program performs any necessary optimization tasks and changes shelf contents and configuration as necessary
- The optimized article data is passed to interface's posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change which is then executed.
Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location

In this illustration:

1. First the external space management program is called. If there is only one planogram file, it is displayed. If there is more than one, you can select one from a list.

2. **Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2** is called. It reads the export data and transfers it to the external space management program.

3. **Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change** is called. It imports the data from the external space management program and posts it in R/3.

### Additional BAPI Information

The read BAPI **Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2** can export data for one layout module to multiple sites (site groups, site hierarchies, or all sites) or to no sites. If you choose no sites, then only the master data will be exported.

The posting BAPI **Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change** has the following two indicators:

- A flag specifying whether listing conditions are to be created in R/3 for each combination of site and article.
- A flag that determines whether the system should check the assignment of layout modules to sites. Normally this should be set to yes. If not, then article movement data will be exported, even though the layout module (to which the articles are assigned) is not assigned to the site. This flag is also available for the read BAPI.

The posting BAPI also modifies the assignments of articles to the layout module version (that is, it can both add and delete articles).
Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location

**Prerequisites**

- Planograms modelled in the space management program according to the SAP layout concept
- Modelling of the layout concept in R/3, with layout modules assigned to layouts and layouts assigned to stores
- Creation of layout modules in R/3 and assignment of articles to them
- Creation of a document in R/3 Document Management System, with a link to a planogram file which in turn is assigned to a layout module.
- In Customizing you must specify:
  - Which information structures and which fields are to be used for goods movement data (such as quantities, revenue, and sales volume).
  - Which data is to be selected for export.
  - The selection period (timeframe) for determining movement data (daily, weekly, monthly).
  - Which function module is to be used for data export. (The function modules serve only as templates for customer-specific function modules, so you must insert actual path names.)
  - The specific local directory path where external programs such as the space management program are to be found.

**Restrictions**

- The selection period in the information structure *must* be the same as that in Customizing.
- It is important that SAP Retail be the master system and the space management program as the slave. This means that only data recognized by SAP Retail can be posted. New articles which do not yet exist in SAP Retail, or price changes not reflected in SAP Retail, will be ignored. If you attempt to delete non-existent articles, the system will write error messages to an application log.
- It is not currently possible to take future layout module changes into account. Layout module changes will immediately affect the R/3 model, otherwise Workflow cannot be started. This can affect the contents of the assortment list. (Simple changes to the listing conditions, however, have no effect.)
- The system only recognizes newly listed or discontinued articles by either:
  - Placement changes to the relevant layout module, or
  - Execution of the manual shelf space maintenance program (Variant 4).
Process: Moving an Article to a New Location

Purpose

This process corresponds to the business process scenario: Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location [Page 18].

Process

1. Creation of new layout modules or assignment of one or more articles to an existing one.
2. Periodic generation of the assortment list (full version or change versions).
3. Workflow generates work items.
4. When the work items are processed, Workflow Nr. 20000053 is executed.
5. Decide whether article data is to be displayed prior to export or not.
   - Direct export (no display of data beforehand)
     - Function module planogram_data_read first checks data for consistency. If key data (EAN/UPC code, article units of measure, dimensions) for an article are missing, then all articles within the layout module are displayed and the missing key fields for each article are highlighted in red. The system then reads the space management profile and checks it for consistency. Finally it selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data.
     - The system reads the space management profile in Customizing to determine the function module to be used for export, then executes it.
   - Display of data to be exported:
     - Function module planogram_data_read first checks data for consistency. It then reads the space management profile and checks it for consistency. Finally it selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data.
     - The Listviewer displays all articles assigned to the layout module in question (assuming they have the correct listing and sales validity dates).
     - The system reads the space management profile in Customizing to determine the function module to be used for export, then executes it.
6. The space management program calls the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems. The BAPI uses the function module planogram_data_read to retrieve the layout module data from the buffer and copy it to the space management program. (The space management profile in Customizing determines which data will be selected.)
7. The space management program calls the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change. This posts the data to R/3.

There are two user exits should you wish to insert your own custom export function modules. These occur after the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems has run and prior to the execution of the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change.
Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance

**Use**

This variant is used for regular manual control of shelf space. You can run this report in batch mode on a regular basis (for example, each month), but you can also run it manually on an as-needed basis.

**See also:**
- Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only [Page 10]
- Variant 2: New Placement for an Article [Page 13]
- Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location [Page 18]
- Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article [Page 28]

**Integration**

**Functions in the R/3 System**

- Report (transaction WPLG). Selection data includes: store or store group layout module, start date for the version, price calculation and listing check. In addition there are optional flags for:
  - Listing check
  - Layout check (checks the assignment of the layout modules to the stores)
  - Selection of all stores to which the layout module is assigned
  - No store selection (only master data is exported)

  If you do not select the reference store but choose another site instead, then the system issues a warning. If you confirm warning, then the system uses article data from the layout module of the store you entered.

**Functions in the External Space Management Program**

- Color modelling of a shelf, possibly with digital images of the individual articles
- Importing data by calling the read BAPI or by extracting from Microsoft Excel®
- Possible highlighting of various parts of the shelf according to various key figures, such as sales volume, margin, etc.
- Various reporting functions
- Starting optimizing functions in the space management program based on key figures (such as sales volume)
- Executing the posting BAPI to export the optimized data to R/3

**Data Flow**

- You enter the selection criteria for the report.
Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance

- All relevant article data is read and either exported to Microsoft Excel via OLE, or else the external space management program is called.
- If you are not using the export to Microsoft Excel, the space management program calls the read BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2` which imports the article data into the space management program.
- The space management program performs any necessary optimization tasks and changes shelf contents and configuration as necessary.
- The optimized article data is passed to interface's posting BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change` which is then executed.

In this illustration:

1. First the external space management program is called. If there is only one planogram file, it is displayed. If there is more than one, you can select one from a list.
2. `Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2` is called. It reads the export data and transfers it to the external space management program.
3. `Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change` is called. It imports the data from the external space management program and posts it in R/3.

Additional BAPI Information

The read BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2` can export data for one layout module to multiple sites (site groups, site hierarchies, or all sites) or to no sites. If you choose no sites, then only the master data will be exported.

The posting BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change` has the following two indicators:
A flag specifying whether listing conditions are to be created in R/3 for each combination of site and article.

A flag that determines whether the system should check the assignment of layout modules to sites. Normally this should be set to yes. If not, then article movement data will be exported, even though the layout module (to which the articles are assigned) is not assigned to the site. This flag is also available for the read BAPI.

The posting BAPI also modifies the assignments of articles to the layout module version (that is, it can both add and delete articles).

**Prerequisites**

- Planograms modelled in the space management program according to the SAP layout concept
- Modelling of the layout concept in R/3, with layout modules assigned to layouts and layouts assigned to stores
- Creation of layout modules in R/3 and assignment of articles to them
- Creation of a document in R/3 Document Management System, with a link to a planogram file which in turn is assigned to a layout module.
- In Customizing, additional fields for data selection must be filled out; for example,
  - Which information structures and which fields are to be used for goods movement data (such as quantities, revenue, and sales volume).
  - Which data is to be selected for export.
  - The selection period (timeframe) for determining movement data (daily, weekly, monthly).
  - Which function module is to be used for data export. (The function modules serve only as templates for customer-specific function modules, so you must insert actual path names.)
  - The specific local directory path where external programs such as the space management program are to be found.

**Restrictions**

- The selection period in the information structure *must* be the same as that in Customizing.
- It is important that SAP Retail be the master system and the space management program as the slave. This means that only data recognized by SAP Retail can be posted. New articles which do not yet exist in SAP Retail, or price changes not reflected in SAP Retail, will be ignored. If you attempt to delete non-existent articles, the system will write error messages to an application log.
- It is not currently possible to take future layout module changes into account. Layout module changes will immediately affect the R/3 model, otherwise Workflow cannot be started. (Simple changes to the listing conditions, however, have no effect.)
- The system only recognizes newly listed or discontinued articles by either:
  - Placement changes to the relevant layout module, or
  - Execution of the manual shelf space maintenance program (Variant 4).
Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance
Process: Manual Shelf Space Management

Purpose

This process corresponds to the business process scenario: Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance [Page 23].

Process

1. A user executes either report RWREGPRO or transaction WPLG.
2. Function module planogram_data_read selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data, and displays them.
3. The system checks the space management profile in Customizing to locate the space management program, then exports the data.
4. The space management program calls the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems. The BAPI uses the function module planogram_data_read to retrieve the layout module data from the buffer and copy it to the space management program. (The space management profile in Customizing determines which data will be selected.)
5. The space management program calls the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change. This posts the data to R/3.

💡

There are two user exits should you wish to insert your own custom export function modules. These occur after the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems has run and prior to the execution of the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change.
Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article

Use

You use this variant to pass a discontinuation notice from R/3 to the space management program.

When you plan to discontinue an article, you set a date by which the article is to be physically removed from your stores. Prior to this date, the article must be removed from its assortment and can no longer be sold. Then with this variant, the space management program is instructed to remove the article from planograms. Only after all this takes place can Workflow continue with the actual discontinuation process.

When you choose to discontinue an article, the system first checks whether the article is assigned to a layout module; if so, the article cannot be discontinued. In this case, though, you will be given the opportunity to first remove the article from all layout modules, then continue with the discontinuation.

See also:

- Variant 1: Space Management for Information Only [Page 10]
- Variant 2: New Placement for an Article [Page 13]
- Variant 3: Moving an Article to a New Location [Page 18]
- Variant 4: Manual Shelf Space Maintenance [Page 23]

Integration

Functions in the R/3 System

- Integrated article maintenance
- Assortment list
- Workflow for space management

Functions in the External Space Management Program

- Color modelling of a shelf, possibly with digital images of the individual articles
- Importing data by calling the Read-BAPI or by extracting from Microsoft Excel®
- Possible highlighting of various parts of the shelf according to various key figures, such as sales volume, margin, etc.
- Starting optimizing functions in the space management program based on key figures (such as sales volume)
- Executing the posting BAPI to export the optimized data to R/3

Data Flow

- When there are placement changes to layout module data, the Assortment List function triggers a Workflow job. This selects all the relevant article data and exports it directly via OLE into Microsoft Excel® or calls the space management program.
If you are not using Microsoft Excel®, then the space management program calls the read BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems` which imports the article data into the space management program.

The space management program performs any necessary optimization tasks and changes shelf contents and configuration as necessary.

The optimized article data is passed to interface’s posting BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change` which is then executed.

In this illustration:

1. First the external space management program is called. If there is only one planogram file, it is displayed. If there is more than one, then no file is displayed.

2. `Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2` is called. It reads the export data and transfers it to the external space management program.

3. `Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change` is called. It imports the data from the external space management program and posts it in R/3.

**Additional BAPI Information**

The reading BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2` can export data for one layout module to multiple sites (site groups, site hierarchies, or all sites) or to no sites. If you choose no sites, then only the master data will be exported.

The posting BAPI `Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change` has the following two indicators:

- A flag specifying whether listing conditions are to be created in R/3 for each combination of site and article.
Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article

- A flag that determines whether the system should check the assignment of layout modules to sites. Normally this should be set to yes. If not, then article movement data will be exported, even though the layout module (to which the articles are assigned) is not assigned to the site. This flag is also available for the read BAPI.

The posting BAPI also modifies the assignments of articles to the layout module version (that is, it can both add and delete articles).

Prerequisites

- Shelves modelled according to the SAP layout concept
- Creation of layout modules in R/3.
- Creation of a document in R/3 Document Management System, with a link to a planogram file which in turn is assigned to a layout module.
- In Customizing you must specify:
  - Which information structures and which fields are to be used for goods movement data (such as quantities, revenue, and sales volume).
  - Which data is to be selected for export.
  - The selection period (timeframe) for determining movement data (daily, weekly, monthly).
  - Which function module is to be used for data export.
  - The specific local directory path where external programs such as the space management program are to be found. (The function modules serve only as templates for customer-specific function modules, so you must insert actual path names.)

Restrictions

- The selection period in the information structure must be the same as that in Customizing.
- It is important that SAP Retail be the master system and the space management program as the slave. This means that only data recognized by SAP Retail can be posted. New articles which do not yet exist in SAP Retail, or price changes not reflected in SAP Retail, will be ignored.
- It is not currently possible to take future layout module changes into account. Layout module changes will immediately affect the R/3 model, otherwise Workflow cannot be started. This can affect the contents of the assortment list. (Simple changes to the listing conditions, however, have no effect.)
- The system only recognizes newly listed or discontinued articles by either:
  - Placement changes to the relevant layout module, or
  - Execution of the manual shelf space maintenance program (Variant 4).
Process: Discontinuing an Article

Purpose
This process corresponds to the business process scenario: Variant 5: Discontinuing an Article [Page 28].

Process
1. Discontinue the article in R/3 via the Assortment component.
2. Work items are generated for every combination of layout module and store containing the article.
3. When the work items are processed, Workflow Nr. 20000053 is executed.
4. Decide whether article data is to be displayed prior to export or not.
   - Direct export (no display of data beforehand)
     - Function module planogram_data_read selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data.
     - The system checks the space management profile in Customizing to locate the space management program, then exports the data.
   - Display of data to be exported:
     - Function module planogram_data_read selects the articles relevant for export, along with the corresponding master data and movement data.
     - The Listviewer displays all articles assigned to the layout module in question (assuming they have the correct listing and sales validity dates).
     - The system checks the space management profile in Customizing to locate the space management program, then exports the data.
5. The space management program calls the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2. The BAPI uses the function module planogram_data_read to retrieve the layout module data from the buffer and copy it to the space management program. (The space management profile in Customizing determines which data will be selected.)
6. The space management program calls the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change. This posts the data to R/3.

💡
There are two user exits should you wish to insert your own custom export function modules. These occur after the read BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_GetItems2 has run and prior to the execution of the posting BAPI Bapi_SiteLayMod_Change.
Variant 6: Displaying Shelves in the SAP Retail Store

Use

This variant allows store personnel to display layout information for a shelf in the SAP Retail Store and, optionally, the next future version of the shelf contents. You can display a graphical representation of the shelf contents (extracted from an external space management program) and/or a report showing articles and location information. This is useful for:

- Visually confirming that the physical shelf layout is correct
- Planning resources for making upcoming shelf changes
- Considering markdowns for those articles in inventory which are to be discontinued in the next version of the shelf layout

This information is for display only. You cannot make changes in the SAP Retail Store.

Integration

Functions in the SAP System

- SAP Retail Store

Data Flow

There is no data exchange, since this variant is for information only. The external program is simply executed.
**Prerequisites**

- Planograms modelled in the space management program according to the SAP layout concept
- Modelling of the layout concept in the SAP system, with layout modules assigned to layouts and layouts assigned to stores
- Creation of layout modules in the SAP system and assignment of articles to them.
- Creation of a function module for exporting planogram files to the external program which then converts the files into HTML format. SAP Retail contains a function module SHELF_LIFE_IMAGE_CONVERT which can be copied and used as a template.
Process: Displaying a Shelf in the SAP Retail Store

Purpose
This process corresponds to the business process scenario Variant 6: Displaying Shelves in the SAP Retail Store [Page 32].

- You can view the shelf contents in SAP list format (non-graphical), with standard SAP table controls.
- You can start an external program which allows you to view an image of the shelf contents and/or a list of the articles in the shelf. (If you choose to list the articles, the look and feel of the table will be determined by the external program, not by the SAP system.)

Process
1. Specify the SAP Retail store for which you want to display the shelf.
2. Display the layout information for the shelf.
3. Choose either of the following:
   a. Select a layout module to display article information in SAP list format.
   b. Start the Visual Basic program which in turn starts the external conversion program. This program converts each planogram file into HTML format and creates and index HTML page. On this HTML page you can display reports, graphical representations of the shelf, and so on.
Shelf Layout in SAP Retail Store

Use

Store associates can use this function to display information on the layout of the individual shelves in their store. For each store, the currently valid and next planned versions can be displayed. A store manager can use this information to check the current composition of a shelf and prepare for changes to shelf layout. The store manager can plan the resources needed for changing layouts and provide feedback to the central space management department on the new shelf layout at an early stage.

Type of Internet Application Component (IAC)

Intranet component

Prerequisites

To be able to display planograms in HTML, your space management program must support this. The conversion program should be installed on the ITS. In addition, a function module must be created (using a template) for the display of images in Retail Store and assigned to the space management profile of the store in question. Function module SHELF_LIFE_IMAGE_CONVERT is available as a template for this.

Features

The system displays a list of all shelves (layout modules) with their current and next planned versions. For each version, you can go to a details screen containing a list of the assigned articles.

If you use a space management program that can display planograms in HTML format, it is also possible to display an image of the articles on the shelf, and perform additional analyses.

Adjustment options

The service name of this Internet Application Component is WLAY. You can find all the related files under this service name in SAP@Web Studio [Ext.] [Ext.].

R/3 development objects

The following development objects are relevant for this IAC:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development class:</th>
<th>Transaction:</th>
<th>Module pool for entry transaction:</th>
<th>Function groups for entry transaction:</th>
<th>Function group for search help:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WLAY</td>
<td>WLAY</td>
<td>SAPMWLAY</td>
<td>SAPLWPLG</td>
<td>SAPLWPLG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See also:

ISR – SAP Retail: [Space Management (LO-MD-PL) [Ext.]]
Displaying Store Layout in SAP Retail Store

Use
You use this function to have the system display the defined placements of articles in a shelf in the store.

Procedure
1. Select the layout module that you want to display by clicking on the first field in the line.
   For each layout module, the system lists the current and next planned version.
2. If you choose Details, the system displays an overview of the articles assigned to the layout module.
3. Choose Display planograms.
4. Select the required planogram.
   The system displays the first view of the planogram. If further views are available, you can select these by choosing Page 1 and so on.
5. If you want to go back to the display of all planograms for the shelf, choose Planogram index.
6. If you want to select a new layout, choose Back in the header line.

Results
The system displays the placement of the articles in the selected shelf.